
New England Perfinners to Meet

There will be a meeting of New England perfin
collectors (and anyone who would like to come to
New England) on Saturday January 25, 2003 at the
St. Paul Episcopal Center in Millis, MA.  This is the
same location that Rev. John Griswold has
graciously allowed us to use for several years.

Doors will open at 9:30AM and close at 4PM.
Lunch will be served.  Bring perfins and get ready to
buy, sell or trade to your hearts content.

Should you be in need of directions, please contact
Bob Szymanski, whose phone number and e-mail
address may be found on the back page.

Inquiry About Interest & Request for Help
Vince McDermott (#1787)

I would like to correspond with fellow members on
the following three subjects:

1) Countries which used perfin forerunners and
control devices (including those already
cataloged);

 2) Countries whose perfins appeared on the
stamps of other countries; and

3) Unidentified U.S. perfins.

Initial efforts would go toward drawing up current
listings of materials found in each of these three
areas of research.

Vince McDermott
53 Willow Grove

Brunswick, ME 04011-2969
e-mail jvmcdermott@juno.com
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A Further Comment on eBay Experiences
John F. Lyding (L 116)

In the September issue, Bob Szymanski
summarized the responses he received to his
question concerning eBay transactions and money
and philatelic material being sent through the
mails. Since my experience has been somewhat
different, I thought my comments might be of
interest.

At the start, it is necessary to note that my basic
premise is that most stamp collectors are honest
and that the US, Canadian, and UK postage
systems are secure. After all, I receive a lot of
orders containing currency. While, I don’t know
the total number of deals that Bob conducted t o
get involved in four that went sour, I do have my
numbers.

I currently have a total of 281 comments and
according to the eBay scoreboard these are from
205 different individuals. Actually, I had fourteen
additional transactions, but there was no feedback
in those instances. In addition, I have made 338
sales of naval covers since becoming cachet
director of the Admiral Byrd Chapter #11 of the
USCS. This record covers slightly more than three
years (May 1999 through September 2002).
During that time I had two sour experiences. That
is a failure rate of only three-tents of one percent.

Actually, the same individual was responsible for
the two problems, which actually turned out not t o
be too bad. I had several lots up for bid as usual and
when they closed, the high bidder for two lots of
covers was the same individual. This person had a
positive rating of zero. However, I had made a
number of sales to persons with a zero or low
ratings. Now, eBay states that buyer and seller
should get together within three days. Up until
that time, I hadn’t worried about non-contacts

since a number of my buyers never responded t o
my, "Congratulations, you have won" request for a
response with a shipping address. These people
simply sent payment.

About two weeks later, I noted that I had not
received payment and sent a gentle reminder,
which did not elicit a response. Two days later, I
used the eBay "Pay your Bill" message, which also
fell on deaf ears. I then offered both lots to the
person who happed to be the number two bidder
on both lots. This resulted in sales at the next t o
highest bid, turning the sour at least partially
sweet.

Next, I took the step of using eBay’s "Cancel this
transaction and refund my fees" service. This
resulted in a partial fee refund (covering the fee
difference in the high and next to high bid).
Finally, I took advantage of another eBay service,
which blocked the miscreant from bidding in my
future auctions. The final step by eBay canceled
the offending account (apparently based on more
than my two complaints.)

With regard to Bob’s five suggestions, I agree with
all of them except the one about not using
commemorative stamps (especially older ones) or
a mixture of a number of stamps to make up the
proper rate. This disagreement applies only to US,
Canadian and UK addresses. I agree that you
should use special precautions in sending items t o
overseas addresses. I try to make the letter look
like personal mail by using one of the free address
labels that accompany charity donation requests,
hand addressing the envelope, and having the post
office use one of those machine printed postage
strips.

Spotted Elsewhere

A note by Vince McDermott, a frequent
contributor to the Perfins Bulletin, has been
spotted in the American Philatelist (September
2002, p. 779). Based on information published in
the PB in June and September 2001, the short
article adds another cover’s contents to John
Tissot’s (AP) article “Inside the Cover”. Vince

details the contents of his cover from Walker &
Gibson Wholesale Druggists. The article is
illustrated with a picture of the cover, its contents,
and the stamp from the cover showing both the
company’s W&G perfin (W211) and a legible
Albany NY cancel.
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French Forerunners
By Bob Schwerdt (#505L)

A cursory check of the Timbres Perfores: France et
Colonies by Dedecker, Herbert & Janot yielded
slightly more than two dozen French perfin types
showing out-of-country use. Since many of the
catalog entries do not indicate place of origin, there
may be additional perfin types that have been used
in French offices and colonies abroad prior to these
offices and colonies issuing their own stamps.

     

Figure 1.  Juin 1900; postmarked Alger with
tiny CL perfin of the Credit Lyonnais (Cat#
CL190).

Most of these out-of-country perfin types are from
Algeria with Alger the prevalent postmark. Other
postmarks from this region found on perfinned
French stamps are Bone Constantine, Boufarik,
Oran, and Sidi-Bel-Abbes.

     

Figure 2.  1902; postmarked Sid-Bel-Abbes
with CL perfin of the Credit Lyonnais
(probable Cat# CL197).

Algeria began issuing stamps in 1924 and
discontinued in 1958. After a long struggle, Algeria
was granted independence in 1962 and began again
to issue its own stamps. The best place to find early
Algerian postmarks is on French stamps issued
before 1925.

In addition to Algeria, some French perfins appear
with Alexandria (Egypt) and Constantinople
(Turkey) postmarks. The accompanying

illustrations show perfins recently reported by
others or owned by the writer. There must lots more

Figure 3.  21-11-1918 postmark from Oran
with CL perfin of the Credit Lyonnais
(probable Cat# CL200; Algeria catalog CL9).

Figure 4.  25 SEPT 1894; postmarked
Constantinople-Galata with CL in postal card
of the Credit Lyonnais (probable Catalog
#CL3 of Levant).
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out there hidden in collections. Give the French
perfins a deserved turn-over; you may be
pleasantly surprised and even find some perfin
types and postmarks not listed in the catalog.

     

Figure 5. Illegible postmark from ‘...ville’
(perhaps Phillipeville- Constantine,
Algeria) used by Sene Clauze  (probable
catalog #SEG66 or SEG32 of Algeria).

     

Figure 6. Alexandria , Egypt postmark
used by Mesageries Maritimes (French
Cat MM88).

     

     

Figure 7. Alger postmarks French Cat C.L.240,
Algeria #C.L.13.

Figure 8. Constantinople, Turkey postmark used
by Mesageries Maritimes (French Cat MM88).

Where’s John???
By Bob Schwerdt (#505L)

The snapshot shows John Randall’s table at the
precancel/perfin convention one evening at closing
time. Friends, knowing his passion for both
precancels and perfins wondered which had
consumed him leaving only his hat, tongs, magnifier
and tongs.

The majority made a convincing argument that
perfins were the culprit since John had recently
moved from the role of U.S. Catalog Chairman to
take on the whole world as World Catalog
Chairman. One in the group had a more sensible
suggestion: John hadn’t been consumed by either, it
was John doing the consuming of a SUMPTIOUS
DINNER with Virginia, his wife.

TongsHinges

Magnifier
Hat

John??
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Are Perfin D88 and D88A the same perfin?
John Lyding

Referring to the Catalog of United States Perfins, I
noted that there are two DPH perfins, D88 and
D88A. Since checking a large number of perfins by
trying to fit them on a catalog illustration is a slow
and tedious process, I checked the hole count and
measurements. No luck both patterns are listed as 4-
11 1/2: (4); 8-16 (9). Next, I compared the two
illustrations looking for a visual difference. I noted
that the third hole from the left m the top of the letter
"P" of pattern D88 appears to be lower than the
corresponding hole of pattern D88A. Figure 1 is an
enlargement of both patterns with a line added that is
tangential to the second and fourth hole on the top of
the letter "r .It may be noted that there is a small
white gap between the line and the third hole on
D88. On pattern D88 the tangential line not only
touches the third hole it cutis into it.

I used some perfins from my collection to test my
theory that the "lower hole" was the only difference.
Since, other than the "lower hole, I was unable to
note any differences in the catalog I compared
perfins on a light table. To my mind, at least, the

Figure 2 Enlargement of horizontal pair with
tangential line added

theory was validated. I then proceed to sort the pile
into two piles.

I don't know why, but when I came to the horizontal
pair shown in Figure 2 I noted that one of the perfins
had the "lower hole” and the other perfin did not.
The added lines in Figure 2 illustrate this. This pair
now has a place of honor in my collection. I then
proceeded to check an of the other pairs in both
stacks and found only one similar mixed pair.

Figure 3 illustrates this perfin set on a 4.t Water
Conservation commemorative. I have not added the
tangential line to this illustration.

While any changes to the catalog are the purview of
the Catalog Editor, I think that we may safely
conclude that:

• The same perforator produced both patterns.
•  The "lower hole pattern is to the left of a

regular die.
• The other horizontal pairs indicate that there

probably are more than two dies on the
device.
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Name That Country Contest
Bob Schwerdt (#505L)

A challenge to your "I D" perspicacity! A contest
open to anyone who joined the Perfins Club after
1945!

Until Bob Szymanski offered his perfin calendar
challenge recently there were very few perfin
puzzles and contests published in the Bulletin. So
let's have some more perfin-puzzle fun!

Identify the country, which issued the stamp through
(in, on) which each perfin is found. Ten points each
for #1-10 and five points extra-credit for #11. The
contest will close at the end of the month following
the one in which the PC publishes this notice. The
winner, determined by the highest score and earliest
postmark (NO phone calls, please!), will receive a

packet of foreign perfins and have his/her name
inscribed in the "Country I D Hall of Fame."

As you check your collections, catalogs, and
memory banks, make a record of anything unusual,
including unlisted types, and send to John Randall,
foreign catalog editor, as he begins the revision of
the World Perfins Catalogs. Be prepared to justify
your answers if they vary from those of the contest.

Hints:
1) No U.S. types included
2) No fraudulent items included--at least, not
intended
3) Seven types are on postal issues
4) All, perhaps save one, have received catalog
status through the years.

       
1 2 3

             
4 5 6 7

            
8 9 10 11
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Check Your Old Cigar Boxes for Rev -Perfs
Chuck Spaulding (#2355)

Our research for the Rev-Perfs project has
uncovered an interesting type of perf in tobacco
stamps. A small number of the perf designs have
been in cigarette stamps, but the majority of the
perfs are found in cigar stamps. Figure 1 shows a
typical cigar stamp that was placed on a cigar box
so that when you opened the box the stamp was
tom in half. If you were a dedicated stamp
collector you probably found ways to remove the
stamp before you opened the box. I know that my
father did this because I found a small glassine full
of damaged cigar stamps in his collection and he
didn't collect tobacco stamps.

Some of the cigar designs start with a letter but
most of them start with a number. The perf design
is usually in two lines with a fixed head on one line
and an adjustable date line placed above or below
the fixed head. The design of the fixed head
usually started with a number that we believe is a
factory number. Some designs are followed by a
second number that we believe is a district number
in the state where the factory was located. The
last element in the design is usually an
abbreviation of the state.

Figure 2 shows part of a typical page from the
Rev-Perfs work sheets. The factory numbers
shown are from 35 to 39. Our research has
discovered factory numbers from 1 to 2260 with
many factory numbers that are probably missing.
We don't think that it was mandatory to perforate
these stamps because we have found cigar stamps
with the factory numbers, district numbers, the
states and the dates printed on the face of the
stamps. So far, we have discovered about 260 of
these Rev-Perf types, but we suspect that there are
many hundreds of perf designs yet to be
discovered.

This became very clear after Art Mongan (3443)
a member of the project's working group, made

contact with Tony Hyman the Curator of the
National Cigar Museum. In Mr. Hyman's
communications with Art he noted that a
conservative estimate says there were 250,000
U.S. cigar factories. A good quarter to perhaps a
third of these still existed after the advent of
perforation canceling of cigar revenues.
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Wow! That’s a lot of cigar Rev-Perfs to discover.
We don't expect to find them all, but Club
members can help us by checking their
accumulations of cigar and tobacco stamps. The
stamps are usually printed on blue paper. The best
way to copy the perfs is to place the stamp
against the photocopier glass and print with a dark
setting. The result should be white dots on a dark
background. With a computer scanner we can
reverse the perf to black dots on a white
background. If you printed the perf in reverse, the
scanner can reverse the design so it reads
correctly.

In Figure 2 you will notice that we have shown no
users of these Rev-Perfs. Finding the users is very
difficult. With a postal perfin you can search for a
cover and find a user in the comer card. With a
cigar perf you have to find a cigar box to find the
user. Club members may be able to help us by

looking around their houses for old cigar boxes.
When I was a kid I always stored things (mostly
stamps) in old cigar boxes. Many members
probably did the same thing. Look in the garage
and basement, you may have screws and other
things stored in old cigar boxes. If you find any,
please record what is printed on the boxes or
photocopy it, especially if the perforated cigar
stamps are still on the boxes. I did a search of my
house and found two old cigar boxes, which yielded
some useful information.

We would appreciate any help in finding out who
issued these factory and district numbers and if
there is a master listing of the users. For those
who have a computer and like to surf the web,
please search for a source for this information.
We have a similar problem with the oleomargarine
perfs that start with a number. I'll write that story
in a future article.

A Little Less Confusion Around Mr. Simionescu
By Vince McDermott (#1787)

I have been in contact with
Jacob Kisner concerning the
Arthur Simionescu mystery.
Yes, you read it right, there is
an "e" in the name, contrary
to my article “An Interesting
Simionscu Cover” (PB July
August 2002, p. 80). In the
cover illustrating that article I
showed an item addressed t o
“Arthur F. Simionscu”.

Jacob Kisner has written that
he has a number of covers
addressed to Arthur Simionescu
(with an "e"; see illustration).
This information supports
several previous articles in the
Bulletin, which used that
spelling, one more consistent
with the language. But how
does that explain the cover
that I reported?

There may be an answer. Suppose the sender of that cover was not
Mr. Simionescu, but someone else who also used a preprinted type of
mailing, but misspelled the name. That could explain the use of the
P81 perfin (instead of S344).

Life is never easy for a dedicated perfin hunter. Stay tuned for
Episode #5 in "The Search for the Real Arthur Simionescu” (with an
"e").
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Another S&F Cover Neither To Nor From Simeonescu
Michael Padwee (#3636)

I have been following the discussion about the
“S&F” perfin (S334) in previous Bulletin issues.
I also have one of these sent by Walter Ossege
to stamp dealer J. Emory Renoll in Hannover
PA in 1919. I am enclosing photocopies of the
front, back and the enclosure from Renoll to
Ossege.

Remember to Bid
(Club Auction #85 - Closes November 30, 2002 – See Sept. 2002 Bulletin))

Lot 336

Lot 217

Lot 218

Lot 220

Lot 260

Lot 332
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Counterpoint to Some Auction Results
(July/August 2002, pg. 80)

From a letter by Ron Whyte (#2586)

This is going to sound little like “sour grapes’
maybe!  I usually check out Ron Leith’s auctions for
perfins (plus) and, the actual auction took place right
across from where I live in Richmond, B.C. at the
Richmond Inn. All I can say is, “I missed them”.

But, after looking at the Lot #145 write-up, I did a
little thinking JOA175 catalogues for 75 CA$ so say
20% = say 10 US$ (with the high possibility for
counterfeit) and the M4 pattern on #176 (which to
date has not being reported on this stamp) BUT
shows on a M3 (which easily can be taken for the
M4) I would estimate it at 8 US$ giving us an
estimated total for the two perfins of 18 US$. So, if
you were a Canadian buyer in B.C. for the lot there
would be 7-1/2% PST, & 7% GST taxes and of
course shipping cost. I can say Ron’s asking prices
are high, but, if you are a seller, that’s OK. 100 CA$
seems fair asking.

Lot 1506 seems high too for 100 CA$ for the SR
perfinned cover which is a ‘C’ rated pattern #S239.

The perfin itself has sold for 1.30/2.50/3.75 US$ in
past auctions. I would estimate the cover (without

seeing it) at about say 15-20 US$ -- it sold for 35
US$ (55 CA$) with (again) a high asking price of
100 CA$. I think the cover sold over fair value.

As to Lot 1614 not selling at all, I’ll bet you might
see it again at a lower asking price next time out. As
to the write-up, #43b does not come in plate 14, but
#43 does, and there is not a Scott # 61a, but only 61
for plate 15. So you see, J maybe this cover is
overpriced. At least it does not add up to an asking
price of 150 CA$.  Maybe, 75 CA$ with a selling
price of 25-35 CA$.

It is interesting, I just see that I have in my GB
collection a notation (early pattern S492.1) both #43
with plate 13 & #62 with plate 15 -- close! There are
many other varieties of the same Samuel Montegu(e)
Company pattern too. Note: I didn’t check Stanley-
Gibbons for cover pricin.g.

Cheers, from another ‘Holey’ crusader,

Ron Whyte
e-mail: lokopoko@shaw.ca

Sighted in Auctions

From William S. Shields (#2951): Sighted on e-Bay
(Item # 1374352026): Schermack Control Perfin -
Scott #344 - Hill Publishing Co. - Perfin 689.
[Des.90-44] - Hudson Terminal NYC March 1,
1910. Very fine and rare on cover.

The e-Bay tracks on this one are somewhat
confusing to me. The  $306.00 high bid is followed
by a note that reads “(reserve not met)”. The
confusion comes when I encounter a page which

states “* is the winner... Item Price $237.50.”  This
statement doesn’t reflect any of the 6 bids in the bid
history.

Vince McDermott (#1787) writes: “Re my article on
p. 97.  That very cover showed up in an auction
(Michael Rogers, Aug 23) after I submitted the
article. The ECV on it was $ 5,000.  It realized $
2,800.  I did not bid.”
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Another Whatizzit from Bob
Bob Schwerdt (#505L)

After running the Whatizzit in the September
Bulletin Bob writes:

“Perhaps you would like to keep running enigma
articles as a regular feature. I am pretty sure I can
keep it going for six months, and then other
collectors might have unusual items to contribute.

“Enclosing another item for you. Printing on the
reverse of the piece makes the perfin copy difficult
to read. I know that the small, Spanish stamp is a
special tax, and my poor Spanish dictionary suggests
that the larger portrait stamp is without postal value,
yet it has a value printed 50 centimos. Other than
these few facts, I don't know very much. Can anyone
help?”

  

Editor’s Note: Using Photoshop I have created a copy of that part of the pattern, which is clearly visible. On a
reasoned guess it is W.L.//Co//Madrid//(and a date or office number) 2(?1). The larger stamp (and probably the
smaller one also), I believe, is one of hundreds of Revolutionary issues which will take a dedicated student of
Spanish philately to identify. And, given an identification of the stamps, can anyone identify the user? Send any
relevant information to: Bob Schwerdt at 9 Memory Lane, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603.

Gersch-Walker Auction #2
By Bob Szymanski

In the September 2002 Perfins Bulletin, the first
private auction was announced for parts of the Bill
Gersch and Floyd Walker perfin collections. The
second auction is now ready and will be mailed out
or e-mailed out to those who participated in the first
auction and to all who request such a list. If you are
requesting the list by letter, please provide a self
addressed stamped envelope.

In addition to the above collections, I have also
received the US Perfin collection of Charlie Pearson
who has decided that at 87 he would make available
his substantial collection through this auction. A
portion of the proceeds will go to the Perfins Club in
Charlie's name. Thank you Charlie!

This second auction will have over 100 individual
lots of U.S. A, B+, and B rated perfins. There will be
many US perfin covers and foreign material
including Japan, Netherlands POKOs, United
Kingdom, Denmark and more.  Likewise a mounted
collection of over 3700 different US perfins will be
auctioned.

The auction will begin on November 15, 2002 and
will close on January 15, 2003.

Please refer to the last page for Bob Szymanski's e-
mail and postal addresses so that you can request
this auction.  There will be much in this auction for
everyone from the novice to the advanced collector!
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Secretary's Report
By Ken Rehfeld

New Members:
# 3706  Patrick Cunningham

PO Box 1794
Ventura, CA 93002-1794
Beginner, U.S.
Web

# 3707  Robert A. Gilbert
PO Box 493303
Redding, CA 96049-3303
Advanced, U.S. & Germany
Linn's

# 3708  Dennis E. Ewert
805 Dueno Ct.
Manitowoc, WI 54220-6653
ewertsde@lakefield.net
Beginner, U.S.
Convention

# 3709  Jimmie W. Grissom
169 Red Maple Lane
Henderson, NC 27537-9227
Beginner, U.S.
Linn's

Deceased:
# 2075  Stephen Herzick, Jr.

Resigned:
LM 88  A.C. VanRijswijk

Mail Return:
# 3324  James Frye

Rialto, CA

Address Changes:
#3618 James Doucette

from 78A James Dr. to 34 James Dr. #312

#312  Patrick Fetta
536 Bacon St
San Francisco, CA 94134-1706

 # 3673 Susan Tucker
24923 Defiance/Paulding County Line Rd.
Defiance, OH 43512-8702

New  e-mail Addresses:
# 3507  Sylvia Maniscalco

maisonmini@cox.net
#LM57  Ed Linn

linn@winfirst.com

Members Dropped - for non-
payment of dues:

# 836    Richard Benjamin
# 1310  Larry Weiss
# 2070  Eric Palmer
# 2119 Jennie Williams
# 2209  Elmer Foster
# 2508  Jack Cunningham
# 2543  Henry Barber, Jr
# 2626  Brock Covington
# 3163  Alfred Neumann
# 3182  Roald Feness
# 3246  Lawrence Ladenthin
# 3367  Bernadette Munson
# 3388  Hugh Goldberg
# 3438  Jon VanEgmond
# 3517  Bernard Adelson
# 3542  Marilyn Ward
# 3575  James Burgeson
# 3594  Richard Drought
# 3597  William Garner
# 3607 Robert Thompson
# 3616  Don Richardson
# 3627  Robert Olds
# 3630  Daniel Brouillette
# 3646  Thomas Clinkenbeard
# 3651  J. Stanley Blumin
# 3653  Robert Beshore
# 3656  Steve Spoerl
# 3661  David Roth

Membership :               592

A caution: Please be careful of the punctuation in e-mail addresses. Several members have had trouble because
they didn’t see periods in addresses. Apparently a favorite is jv.randall@attbi.com (note period after the ‘v’.)
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Punched Postal Card Preview of Perfins?
By Dick Mewhinney (LM-60

Here are front and back views of a postal card I
picked up from a private local source. It was the
only ‘perfin’ among various items of this period. It
was not in the hands of a stamp collector. Note that
the postmark is Sep 2, 1902. Perfins were not legal
until 1908, but here is an example of an earlier one. I
doubt that it was punched at a later date.

I remember Bush and Bull. They were one of two
fine department stores in Easton. I believe that they
closed during the 1940s, as there were no family
members to carry on. The design does not exactly
match des#33 in the catalog or my copy of that
design. It is really close, but not exact.

AN ADDITIONAL LOCATION FOR MI 58
John F. Lyding (LM#116)

The Catalog of United States Perfins lists the user of perfin pattern M158 as the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company located in New York, NY. There is a supplementary listing that notes the Manhattan Life Insurance
Company of New York and Staten Island, NY also used the pattern.

Patterns M159, MI60, and MI64 also used by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company are shown with New
York, NY and San Francisco, CA addresses. None of these indicate that there were additional field offices. The
cropped illustration demonstrates that there was an important additional location that used pattern M158. Note
that the corner card lists the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Sanatorium, Mount McGregor, New York. So
here is a new location for our new US Catalog Editor’s first Additions and Corrections pages.
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The Perfins Club Catalog
Sales Department

David Lightle – Proprietor
10616 Cielo Vista Del Norte NW

Corrales, NM 87048
kasey2@mindspring.com

CATALOGS (available for sale)

Title Member
price

Non-member
price

ArGE Lochungen. 1985-1995. Katalog der deutschen Firmenlochungen. [in
German] West Germany: ArGE. [1327 p]

--- ---

   Complete $273.00 $313.95
   Each letter 13.00 14.95
   Supplement #1 6.00 6.90
   Supplement #2 5.00 5.75
   Supplement #3 5.00 5.75
   Supplement #4 6.00 6.90
Baer, Martin. 1998. CH Perfins: die privat gelochten marken der Schweiz; les

timbres perfores privees de Suisse; the private perfins of Switzerland. [in
German with French & English introductions] Zurich, Switzerland: Martin
Baer. 240p.

22.00 25.30

Bertazzoli, Enrico; Ermentini, Beppe. 2000. Catalogo dei Perfin Italiani: Italian
Perfins Catalogue. [in Italian with English preface] Vignola, Italy: Vaccari.
253 p.

35.00 40.25

Dedecker, R.D.; Herbert, M.; Janot, R. 1990. ANCOPER: Timbres Perfores
France et Colonies. [in French] Aniche, France: ILP. 354 p.

55.00 63.25

   Supplement 1993. 8.00 9.20
Eros, Laszlo. 1989. Catalog of Romanian Perfins. USA: The Perfins Club. 39 p. 5.50 6.33
   Supplement No. 1; 1991. [by Schwerdt] 1.25 1.45
   Supplement No. 2; 1993. [by Schwerdt] 3.00 3.45
   Supplement No. 3; 2000. [by Llewellyn-Edwards] 3.00 3.45
Giffen, P. 1989. Perfins of British Malaya. Nelson, NZ: MacKenzie Print. [66

p.]
2.50 2.88

Gray, Robert. 1987. Railroad Perfins of the United States and Canada. USA:
The Perfins Club.

5.00 5.75

Hammink, Ruud J.; van der Hoorn, Jac M. 1995. Perfins of Italy. [in Dutch with
English introduction] Tilburg, Netherlands: Perfins Club Nederland. 67 p.

15.00 17.25

Hammink, Ruud J.; van der Hoorn, Jac M. 1997. Perfins van Belgie: Timbres
Perfores de Belgique: The Perfins of Belgium. [in Dutch with English
introduction] Tilburg, Netherlands: Perfins Club Nederland. 145 p.

22.00 25.50

Køster-Kofoed, Ove; Hansen, Ole; Mathiesen, Kaj. 2001. Katalog over danske
firmaperforeinger. [in Danish with English instruction for use] Odense,
Denmark: A/S Handelstrykkeriet. 109 p.

60.00 69.00

Mewhinney, Richard L. 1994. Ireland: Catalog of Perfins. USA: The Perfins
Club. 34 p.

7.00 8.05
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CATALOGS (available for sale - cont.)

Title Member
price

Non-member
price

Needham, John. 1990. Catalog of Bavarian Perfins. USA: The Perfins Club. [67
p.]

8.50 9.78

   Supplement #1; 1990 [ by Walker] 2.00 2.30
Ottenheimer, Adele. 1999. Catalog of United States Perfins by Location. Long

Beach, NY: The Perfins Club. 123 p.
12.00 13.80

Randall, John M. ed. 1998. Catalog of United States Perfins. Long Beach, NY:
The Perfins Club. 812 p.

...Hardbound 60.00 70.00

...Looseleaf 75.00 86.25

....Supplememnt, A& C pages #1; 2002 5.00 5.50
Randall, John M.; Cummings, William. 1991. Catalog of Perfinned Precancels

of the United States. El Cerrito, CA: The Perfins Club. 231 p.
20.00 23.00

Roy, Rudy. 1993. Cumulative Index to Perfins and the Perfins Bulletin: Issues
1-453 (1945-1992). USA: The Perfins Club. 125 p.

10.00 11.50

Schwerdt, Robert. 1992. The World Perfins Catalog. American Section.
Poughkeepsie, NY: The Perfins Club. 91 p.

12.50 14.38

Schwerdt, Robert. 1994. The World Perfins Catalog. European Section.
Poughkeepsie, NY: The Perfins Club. 70 p.

8.00 9.20

Schwerdt, Robert. 1995. The World Perfins Catalog. African Section.
Poughkeepsie, NY: The Perfins Club. 51 p.

8.00 9.20

Schwerdt, Robert. 1996. The World Perfins Catalog. Asian Section.
Poughkeepsie, NY: The Perfins Club. 59 p.

8.00 9.20

Werner, Magnus. 1990. The Perfins of India and Indian States. USA: The
Perfins Club. 116 p.

10.00 11.50

   Supplement #1; 1994. 3.00 3.45
   Supplement #2; 1998. 3.00 3.45

MISCELLANEOUS (available for sale)

Gersch, Sylvia; Schwerdt, Robert. 1995. Guide to Perfin Exhibiting. USA: The
Perfins Club.

2.00 2.30

Mistretta, Paul A. 1999. Checklist of United States Perfins. USA: The Perfins
Club. 21 p.

3.00 3.45

Perfins Club. [?]. New Member Handbook. USA: The Perfins Club. $2.00 2.30
Perfins Club. [?]. How to Speak Perfins. USA: The Perfins Club. 1.00 1.15
Perfins Club. 2001. U.S. Member List. USA: The Perfins Club. 3.00 3.45

Blank Pages for US Perfins (30 spaces per page; min 25 page purchase; price per
page)

.10 .12
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